, providing an overview of the state-of-the-art in unconventional computing, evolutionary complex engineering optimization and neural computing, respectively.
assisted by a global model and a local model for handling computationally expensive optimization problems. "A set-based genetic algorithm for solving the many-objective optimization problem" by Wang et al. proposes an evolutionary algorithm addressing optimization problems containing more than three conflicting objectives. The paper titled "The X − µ representation of fuzzy sets" by Martin describes a method for calculation to be used in fuzzy association rules. Mavrovouniotis and Yang's paper, titled "Training neural networks with ant colony optimization algorithms for pattern classification" compares ant colony optimization algorithms with existing methods for optimizing neural networks.
The second group consists of six papers dealing with different applications using computational intelligence techniques. "A cytokine network-inspired cooperative control system for multi-stage stretching processes in fibre production" by Ding et al. introduces a bio-inspired algorithm for control of multi-stage carbon fibre stretching and compares it with traditional control methods such as PID control. The paper titled "How Clumpy is my Image?" by Hutte et al. presents a methods for accomplishing annotation tasks using crowdsourcing. Ling et al. consider a neighborhood development algorithm for multi-relational data in the paper "Double-phase locality-sensitive hashing of neighborhood development for multi-relational data". The paper by Shen et al. titled "Self-adjusting harmony search-based feature selection" presents three adaptive variants of harmony-based search for feature selection. Gerrard et al. demonstrate in the paper "Applications and design of cooperative multiagent ARN-based systems" how a control algorithm for multi-agent systems can be designed by assembling simple reaction network motifs. Finally, the paper "An integrative top-down and bottom-up qualitative model construction framework for exploration of biochemical systems" by Wu et al. details a methodology for constructing biological biochemical systems that explores stepwise the qualitative interactions among reactants.
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